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ABSTRACTS 
1. BRANCHING PROCESSES 
Population-Size-Dependent Branching Processes 
F.C. Klebaner, Department of Statistics, University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 
The Galton-Watson branching process model is generakd towards a branching 
mode! where offspring distributions depend on the popu. A size. The population- 
size-dependent branching process is a stochastic model :!I d developing-in-time 
population of particles which can control their reprod tJction according to the 
population size. We show that the population cannot reach equilibrium in such 
models and the population either dies out or explodes to infiG@. Suficient conditions 
for noncertain extinction are given. To study asymp;otic gm-wth of the population 
size we introduce an additional structure when the means m,, and the variances a:, 
of the ofispring distributions stabilise as the population size Zn grows to infinity. 
In the case of approaching the critical Galton-Watson process, m,, - 1 - n-‘, ai + CT’, 
population size increases to infinity arithmetically fast, namely Z,Jn converges in 
distribution stably to a gamma distribution and xl ;O i/Z,, = m, C:_n 1 /Zf, < m, on 
the set of nonextinction. 
In the case where m,, -+ m :> 1 we give necessary and s:rfficient conditions for Z,., 
to grow geometrically fast in the mean square sense. These conditions turn out to be 
If they hold then Z&PI” converges almost surely and in mean square to a non 
degenerate r.v.W. We also give sufficient conditions for convergence of Z,,/ III” to 
;t nondegenerate limit W in L, ( 1 5 I-S 2). 
Some Convergence Theorems for a Supercrkcal (Galton-Watson Process 
P. Koteeswaran, Uniter.+ of Madras, India 
K. Nant hi, Presidemy College, Madras, India 
This paper is concerned with a supercritical Galton-Watson process X = 
4 I,: : n . - il. x,, -z 1) defined on the Harris tree probability space (~0. I’, P) (Harris 
I Nh3 I j. Let tn ( 1 ‘. rtl -.’ x ) and u’( 0 <I U’ .:- .x) be the offspring mean and variance 
re*pcctively of the process X. 
